The impact of random individual differences in weight change on the measurable objectives of lifestyle weight management services
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Abstract

Obese adults and children can be referred to lifestyle weight management services (LWMS) in which physical activity and/or dietary advice is delivered. Service providers quantify the “weight” change between an initial measurement and follow-up measurement(s), which could be 12-24 months later. A control group is usually absent. We aimed to scrutinise the various LWMS objectives for this weight change that are recommended by UK authorities.

UK guidelines recommend that an adult LWMS should (A) reduce the sample mean body mass of all enrolled adults by at least 3%, and/or (B) reduce the body mass of at least 30% of adults by at least 5%. We highlight the potential for objective B to be met even if no LWMS is implemented, especially over the recommended follow-up periods of 12-24 months. This is due to unavoidable random within-participant fluctuations in weight over such periods of time. A ≥1-kg reduction in mean body mass is also to be expected, even without any LWMS. Therefore, we suggest that objectives A and B are too liberal.

Obesity status in children is indicated by the body mass index (BMI) z-score. Nevertheless, another UK recommendation is for a LWMS to “maintain” or “reduce” the BMI z-score of 80% of the enrolled children. Besides there being no stated thresholds for “maintain” and “reduce”, it is inconceivable to deem a LWMS successful even if 80% of children do not alter their obesity status and even if the remaining 20% of children actually increase their obesity status. Here, we think the BMI z-score has been confused with the body mass z-score.

In conclusion, measurable objectives of UK-based LWMS need to be clarified, and possibly altered to account for typical amounts of random variability in individual weight measurements over the service time period.
Keypoints:

Some objectives for UK lifestyle weight management services (LWMS) focus on individual differences in weight change, but may be compromised by typical random variability in this weight change.

The UK Department of Health (DoH) objective that at least 30% of adults in an LWMS show at least a 5% reduction in weight may be too liberal. We suggest increasing this proportion of people to at least 40%.

The UK DoH objective that a LWMS “maintains or reduces” the body mass index (BMI) z score of 80% of children is opaque, and potentially even more liberal than the above adult objective. We suggest that “maintain” and “reduce” are operationally defined, and that the BMI z score should in fact be a body mass z score for the “80% of children” threshold to be robust.

Authors of published evaluations of LWMS should consider carefully issues like the relevancy of statistical inference, approaches for dealing with missing data, subgroup comparisons of weight loss and the inherent limitations of an absent comparator group.
Introduction

Generally, a lifestyle weight management service (LWMS) involves the delivery of an intervention that has been designed to reduce body weight and/or prevent weight gain [1]. Interventions focus on physical activity, diet, or both in combination, and can be delivered to individuals on a one-to-one basis or in groups, as well as in clinical or community settings. A distinction has been made between these lifestyle-related services and medical interventions, such as surgery [1]. Lifestyle weight management services are referred to in the UK as “tier 2” and focus more on human behaviour change rather than environmental changes. The majority of tier 2 services are delivered in community settings or a leisure centre, and to a lesser extent in hospitals and general practitioner (general physician) clinics [2].

In the UK, overweight and obese adults can be referred by the general medical practitioner to a LWMS if they have body mass indices (BMI) of >25 kg/m² and >30 kg/m², respectively [3]. Co-morbidities such as diabetes and hypertension are also considered in this referral process. In England, durations of LWMS range from six weeks to 20 months [2], although it is recommended that the effectiveness of all LWMS should be examined at 12 months or more [3]. In one mapping report, 59% of tier 2 services in England were found to adhere to this recommendation [2]. People have their weight measured at baseline and then at one or more follow-up time-points. A primary follow-up time-point is selected and the change in weight relative to a baseline measurement is calculated. It is unusual for LWMS providers to recruit people for a comparator sample who do not receive the service [4, 5]. Therefore, evaluations of services are commonly uncontrolled before-and-after studies (case series).

Although “weight” is actually a force calculated from the product of the acceleration due to gravity and mass (measured in N), in public health contexts “weight” generally encompasses
measurements of body mass (kg) and height-normalised body mass index (kg/m²). For children, these variables can be further expressed as z scores, which represent how many standard deviations a certain child’s body mass (or body mass index) is above, or below, age- and sex-matched population reference values. These z scores can also be used to estimate a child’s weight centile, e.g. 91st [2].

**What are the measurable objectives for a successful service?**

The UK’s Department of Health (DoH) and National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) have published guidance for the design and implementation of LWMS [3, 6]. For example, the DoH has published best practice guidance for “tier-2” adult LWMS, and recommended that a service should be designed to meet the following objectives [6], which we refer to as adult objectives A and B:

**Adult Objective A:** Adults who have attended at least one session of the lifestyle/diet-related intervention achieve a group mean weight loss of at least 3% of their initial weight, at the end of the intervention.

**Adult Objective B:** At least 30% of all adults in the LWMS have achieved a weight loss equal to or greater than 5% of their initial weight at the end of the intervention.

Although the referral process to an adult LWMS is based on BMI [2], it can be seen that objectives A and B refer to changes in body mass (expressed in kg) and then expressed as a percentage of initial body mass. This is because initial obesity status is measured relative to population norms, taking into account the height of a person, whereas an adult LWMS is concerned with change in weight over time within particular adults, whose height does not alter over that same time period. Presumably, expression of weight change as a percentage
of initial value is an attempt to normalise any weight loss for inter-individual differences in
that initial value; an approach we comment further upon later in this paper.

The above objectives are present in the NICE guidelines for adult LWMS, but are combined
within the same sentence to read that successful services, “are likely to lead to an average
weight loss of at least 3%, with at least 30% of participants losing at least 5% of their initial
weight” [3]. The word “with” suggests that objectives A and B should both be met.
Nevertheless, there is evidence from other guidance documents, as well as from published
service evaluations, that a joint appraisal of the both objectives is not necessarily made. For
example, in the National Obesity Observatory’s standard evaluation framework for adult
weight management interventions, quantifiable objectives for “success” include the
percentage of participants who have reduced their weight (objective B), but there is
apparently no mention of a sample mean weight reduction [1]. In the abstract of a recently-
published evaluation of a large National Health Service LWMS, Logue et al. [4] also
focussed on objective B rather than objective A. Therefore it is apparent that objective B can
be considered as an indicator of “success”, independently from other measurable objectives,
rendering the scrutiny of its robustness particularly important.

Is objective B really suitable?

Objective B is based on the individual differences in the change between a baseline and
follow-up measurement; a topic we have reviewed recently [7]. We have been unsuccessful
in locating the exact origins of the “30% proportion” component of objective B. The exact
rationale for this threshold does not seem to be provided in the relevant guidelines, nor the
relevant supporting information and evidence statements [1, 3, 6]. Importantly, there will
always be adults who show reductions in weight over a period of 3-24 months, even if
nothing is prescribed to them, just as there will always be adults who gain weight [7]. We
suspect that this unavoidable amount of random within-participant fluctuation in weight measurements, obtained sometimes months apart, has not been considered in full when objective B was arrived at.

**How easy is it to meet objective B?**

Assuming that the distribution of percentage changes in weight is approximately Gaussian (Normal), we can derive the proportion of adults in any LWMS sample that is expected to show reductions in weight ≥ 5%. The main factors affecting this expected proportion of adults are the group mean percentage change in weight (i.e., objective A) and the standard deviation of these percentage changes, which is essentially the indicator of how large within-participant fluctuation in weight is (Figure 1). We stress that this SD of weight change is not necessarily dependent on the short-term test-retest reproducibility of weight measurements [7]. Rather, this SD represents the random within-participant variation in weight over the many months between initial and final measurements of weight.

It can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 that it is possible for ≥ 30% of a group of people to show a weight reduction ≥ 5%, even if the mean weight change for the group is zero. This situation is equivalent to no LWMS being implemented at all to the obese people. It naturally becomes easier to realise objective B, as the group mean reduction in weight increases towards fulfilment of objective A (≥3% mean loss). We also highlight that the sample mean change in weight is not just influenced solely by any systematic effects of the LWMS. In an important recent study, Johns *et al.* [8] concluded that evaluators of weight loss programmes should expect that, even in the absence of an intervention, the mean weight of their participants would be up to a kilogram less 1-year after their baseline measurements. These authors also reported that the variation in control group weight loss was marked between studies, with 2-3 kg of mean weight loss being observed at times without any weight loss programme being
implemented at all. If this mean change is not accounted for, both objectives A and B would be more readily realised.

It also becomes easier to realise objective B, as the SD of percentage weight changes, i.e. the magnitude of inter-individual random fluctuation in weight, increases (Figure 1). If this SD is 10% or more, then objective B may be met even if the group mean change is 0%. We suspect that an SD of this magnitude is feasible, especially with the longer-term follow-up time-points that are considered the ideal for a LWMS [3]. For example, Jennings et al. [9] evaluated a LWMS for adults with morbid obesity, or obesity and comorbidities. Standard deviations of percentage changes in weight were reported to be 8-9% at follow-up times of 18-24 months. Similarly, for the UK’s Counterweight programme, the mean weight change at 24 months was reported in the abstract to be -2.3 kg (95% confidence limits: -3.2 to -1.4 kg) [5]. The SD of change can be estimated from this confidence interval of 1.8 kg [10]. For the stated sample size of 357, the SD of change is approximately 9 kg. The mean initial weight of all the people enrolled in the programme was 101 kg so this SD translates to an SD of percentage change of approximately 9% of initial weight. All this raises the possibility that objective B can be met when, in reality, the LWMS had no effect on weight change over and above normal expected random within-participant variation over the same time period. Therefore, there would be concerns that the amount of random within-participant variation, between baseline and follow-up measurements made two years apart, is high enough for objective B to be realised even if no weight management programme is prescribed at all.

**Recommended objectives for a children’s LWMS**

Children with a BMI z score corresponding to ≥91st centile, can be referred to a LWMS [2]. The UK DoH “best practice” guidelines also include measurable objectives for a children’s LWMS [6]. While there does not appear to be a target involving a change in the sample
mean weight (similar to the objective A set for adults) in the DoH guidelines, it is recommended that “80% of children completing the programme [the LWMS] maintain or reduce their BMI (body mass index) z-score” [6]. As mentioned earlier, body mass index normalises body mass to height-squared. A sex and age-specific z-score is then calculated to quantify the child’s population BMI percentile, which is the metric used to diagnose childhood obesity in the first place. The greater the BMI z-score, the greater is the child’s obesity status relative to age and sex-matched population norms. According to this particular DoH guideline, a LWMS would be deemed successful even if the BMI z-score (i.e., the obesity status itself) of 80% of the children was “maintained” and even if the BMI z-score (i.e. the obesity status itself) of the remaining 20% of children actually increased, which seems too liberal to inform a decision on the effectiveness of any childhood obesity management.

We maintain that body mass (or body mass z-score) rather than BMI z-score should have been referred to in the DoH guideline. Body mass z scores are certainly the focus in other relevant guidelines, such as those from NICE [11]. According to the DoH guidelines, a LWMS would, in theory, be successful if the body mass per se of 80% of the obese children was “maintained or reduced” during a normal growth period in which their height was also increasing. In this situation the BMI z-score (obesity status) for 80% of children would logically be reduced. It would be preferable for the DoH and NICE guidelines to be consistent, and for the “maintain or reduce” component to be operationally defined.

**Other issues**

Analysis of change based on individual percentages is not optimal [12]. The act of calculating percentage changes can itself lead to skewed data, even if the baseline, follow-up and changes in weight (expressed in kg) are all normally distributed [12]. We would encourage all LWMS evaluators to explore the distribution of the percentage change data
they are analysing. Like any ratio statistic, the use of a percentage change is associated with
the assumption that any weight change is directly proportional to initial weight status, which
might not be upheld. In essence, a percentage change may be under- or over-representing
weight change for different people with different initial weight status [12].

Evaluators of LWMS probably need to consider carefully whether statistical inference is
actually relevant to their analyses. If the goal is to compare the outcomes of a specific
LWMS to the governmental objectives, then inference (from sample to population) may not
be relevant. Nevertheless, many published evaluations of LWMS do include indicators of
inference like standard errors, confidence limits and P-values [5]. If statistical inference is
deemed relevant, then a confidence interval can be reported for the mean change in weight.
Moreover, a confidence interval can also be reported for the proportion of the sample who
has met a certain weight reduction threshold, e.g., adult objective B or the “80% proportion”
for children. For example, if 30% of a sample of 50 adults attending a LWMS were found to
reduce their weight by at least 5%, then the confidence interval for this proportion of people
would be approximately 17% to 43%. This confidence interval would be approximately 24%
to 36% for a sample size of 200 people. There is a useful confidence interval calculator for
proportions at: http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm

The methods for dealing with missing data in evaluations of LWMS recommended by the
Department of Health and NICE are also not optimum [13]. A common approach is to impute
the missing follow-up weight for participants who withdraw after baseline using "Baseline
Observation Carried Forward" (BOCF), a variant of Last Observation Carried Forward in
designs with a single follow-up time-point. This method assumes that the missing
measurement is equal to the weight measurement made at baseline. Nevertheless, the
BOCF is not a principled method for dealing with missing data, and generally leads to biased
and speciously precise estimates even when the data are missing at random. A perhaps more reasonable assumption is that participants withdrawing from a LWMS are non-responders or negative responders to the intervention, such that the data are not missing at random. Evaluators of LWMSs should adopt a principled approach to dealing with missing data, after careful consideration of potential missingness mechanisms. In simple designs with a single baseline and follow-up measure an analysis of complete cases only is a more valid approach under a missing at random assumption than single value imputation methods. Sensitivity to departures from the missing at random assumption can be explored using multiple imputation methods [14].

Some authors of service evaluations have focussed on sub-group comparisons of weight changes [4, 15]. For example, weight changes over 12 weeks were compared between men and women who attended a behaviour change programme supported with motivational interviewing [15]. The authors concluded that men lost more weight than women in response to the programme. Nevertheless, the mean baseline weight for the men was 23.5 kg more than that for the women, and this difference was not adjusted for in the analysis of change with an appropriate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model [12].

**What are the solutions?**

Ultimately, individual differences in the response to a LWMS intervention should be quantified while taking into account the random between-participant variation over a similar time period. This information can be derived from an appropriate comparator group. Nevertheless, it is unusual for service providers to have been able to recruit comparator participants, so it is likely that objective B needs changing to account properly for random within-participant changes in weight.
If the UK DoH objective B is changed to be consistent with the characteristics of objective A (mean reduction \( \geq 3\% \)), then the proportion of cases showing a reduction \( \geq 5\% \) should be approximately 40\%, rather than 30\% for typical magnitudes of SD of change (Figure 1). Therefore, it seems sensible to change the proportion of cases threshold in objective B from 30\% to at least 40\%. Nevertheless, there may need to be further consideration if the distribution of percentage changes is skewed. It should also be borne in mind that at least 1kg of the change in sample mean weight might be due to factors other than the intervention itself [8], so it could be that objective A is also too liberal in an uncontrolled evaluation of a LWMS.

The recommended UK DoH objective for a children’s LWMS needs reviewing as soon as possible. It is inconceivable for a LWMS to be deemed successful just because 80\% of the children do not alter their BMI z-scores, even though 20\% of the children could have increased their BMI z-scores. Besides clarifying whether it is actually weight z-score that should have been referred to in this guideline, as well as rationalising the 80\% threshold, the definitions of “maintain” and “reduce” also need to be provided to make this particular guideline useful to evaluators.

It seems unclear how the various proportions of people, e.g. 30\%, 80\%, as well as the threshold weight reductions, e.g. 5\%, 3\%, have been arrived at. It is possible that the thresholds for percentage weight reduction have been derived using information from randomised controlled trials of interventions. Even if so, it is also unclear whether the thresholds have actually been formulated after accounting for any “natural” typical change in the control group. A clinically-relevant control-group-adjusted mean weight change may have been arrived at by subtracting the control group mean change from intervention group mean change observed in a randomised controlled trial, e.g. 6\% reduction in intervention arm - 1\%
reduction in control group arm = 5% change. However, as mentioned above, evaluations of LWMS tend not to involve control groups. Assuming the initial mean body mass of our hypothetical sample was 100 kg, and in order to account for a “natural” mean reduction of 1 kg (1%) even if no LWMS is completed [8], the threshold for LWMS evaluation should, in fact, be 6% rather than 5%. A similar adjustment should be made for the proportion of people thresholds, e.g. 30% of people showing a ≥ 5% reduction in weight. We showed this above by projecting what the proportion of people would be expected to show such a weight reduction in a hypothetical control group who do not receive any LWMS. In conclusion, these proportions and thresholds need to be more clearly-rationalised and the objectives should be written in a less opaque manner, with proper definitions being made for labels such as “maintain” and “reduce”.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1

The proportion of people who would apparently reduce their weight by 5% or more for various magnitudes of group mean percentage change and standard deviations of percentage change. The proportions are calculated from the fundamental properties of the Normal curve. The group mean change of zero represents the situation where no weight management service has been prescribed at all. It can be seen that the proportion of people showing a reduction ≥5% can exceed 30% in this situation, especially with the greater SDs of change expected for longer (12-24 month) follow-up time-points.

Figure 2

The changes in weight for a hypothetical sample of 1000 people when the mean change in weight is zero and the SD of percentage changes in weight is 10%. Data are assumed to be Gaussian distributed. It can be seen that over 30% of people are expected to show a reduction in weight of 5% or more, even when no weight management service has been implemented between baseline and follow-up measurements of weight. This is due to within-participant random variation in weight during the baseline-to-follow-up period. This random variation is unavoidable.